Managing Organizational Conflicts: A Phenomenological Study of Nurse/Physician Conflicts in Nigerian Hospitals and their Impact on Managed Care Delivery
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Abstract

This study builds on and analyzes the conclusions examined in how nurses resolve their conflicts with doctors. They conclude that “dominance approaches to conflict resolution are associated with low occupational stress levels, whereas the obliging and avoidance approaches are linked to higher stress” and that “seniority and status of physicians affect both their choice of conflict-resolution tactics and the associated stress and job satisfaction levels”. This research furthers the investigation by sieving through the lived experiences of nurses and physicians in Nigeria to ascertain if cultural socializations complicate conflict resolution between nurses and physicians, and if it further adversely affects patient care delivery. This phenomenological study used five thematic questions to interview 100 nurses from five major healthcare facilities across the country, seeking their experience of inter-professional, personal, and ethical conflict in-care of patients. The findings suggest that in Nigeria, cultural socialization weigh heavily on how conflicts are handled, and have a negative impact on healthcare management/delivery. The perceived dominance or professional superiority of physicians over nurses has adverse effect on nursing. The research shows value for collegiality in patient care, and points to new direction in the understanding collaboration.
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Introduction

Tabak et al. [1] study outlined the following as sources of conflicts between nurses and physicians: ‘gender differences; gaps in education and socio-economic status; lack of understanding and sympathy; and, of late, the clash when nurses try to take on more professional responsibility”. These factors are relevant to the discourse and other prior research support Tabak and Koprak’s last point since there is clear evidence that in the past, nurses’ subordination to the doctors has gone unquestioned [2,3].

Another conflict factor is the truth that nursing is still largely a female profession while doctoring is still largely male, and physicians enjoy higher prestige. According to Corley [4], even if the perceived apprenticeship of nurses to physicians is gradually disappearing, its influence is still felt. Physicians appear authoritarian by not taking nurses’ opinion and clinical experience into consideration; making nurses more apprehensive about challenging physician greater power and authority. This can make them hesitant to report changes in the patients’ condition. If the patient’s condition then deteriorates the nurse feels frustrated and regrets not having been more assertive or confident. Nurses desire a rich and mutually beneficial inter-professional communication with physicians [5] rather than the current dominoservor relationship. This not only illustrates a difference between doctor and nurse, says Corley [4], it also becomes an element in the conflict between them.

This is regrettable in so far as it diminishes the quality of patient care. From one perspective, nurses by virtue of their bedside care for the patient grow personal relationships; hear the unspoken and undiagnosed psychosocial problems that are not unrelated to the official diagnosis. This knowledge should enrich their nursing and compliment physician practice, whose roles can remain simply technical and emotionally neutral, without nursing inputs in the continuum of care. This is the long shot burning interest in this study.

Problem statement

How and to what extent does cultural socialization impinge on healthcare conflict management?

To what extent do these conflicts further emasculate the exceptional patient care experience?

Research method

This qualitative research instrument supports the purposive sampling objective, and is refined from a previous survey, the Health Professions Stress Inventory (HPSI), which has been used to measure job stress in Pharmacists and Registered Nurses (RN). The HPSI consists of 30 five-point Likert-style questions pertaining to stressful job situations, among which conflict is primary. Each of the 30 five-point Likert-scale items is scored from 0 to 4. Studies utilizing the HPSI to measure job stress in RNs have reported Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of 0.85 and 0.90 [6].

However, the exact HPSI survey was not used by the researchers. Only its dimensions, question types and intent to measure have guided this modified questionnaire to ensure that the research stays close to the knowledge base that has direct relevance to this current study, asking only the questions that help to unfold the phenomenon being studied.
and different basic approaches were noted for nurses and physicians. Various models for effective collaboration were described. These models include: 1) Relate a particular inter-professional conflict you have had with a physician, and how it affected your patient-care job? 2) How does conflict affect you? What are your ways of coping? Give a practical example. 3) Growing up, what ways were you taught to handle conflicts with a) peers at school, b) siblings, c) with bullies? 4) How do you react to people who deliberately refuse to recognize, respect, or acknowledge your cognitive and professional opinion? 5) What does collaboration mean to you? Please suggest models for effective collaboration that you would welcome on the job.

Core questions

1) Relate a particular inter-professional conflict you have had with a physician, and how it affected your patient-care job? 2) How does conflict affect you? What are your ways of coping? Give a practical example. 3) Growing up, what ways were you taught to handle conflicts with a) peers at school, b) siblings, c) with bullies? 4) How do you react to people who deliberately refuse to recognize, respect, or acknowledge your cognitive and professional opinion? 5) What does collaboration mean to you? Please suggest models for effective collaboration that you would welcome on the job.

Literature review

Folger et al. [11] defined conflict as the "interaction of interdependent people who perceive incompatibility and the possibility of interference from others as a result of this incompatibility." Within healthcare, the presence of conflict and efforts to manage it effectively has been recognized as an important skill [12]. Almost [13] acknowledged persistent conflict among nursing co-workers as a serious issue in the profession, and one that is on the rise around the world [14,15]. While nurse-physician conflict may have many direct and indirect causes, Espeland [16] posits that persistent conflict is particularly linked to key challenges facing the field. These include increased burnout, decreased work satisfaction and team performance [17], increased medical errors and increased likelihood of turnover [18].

Brinkert [19] citing Wilmot and Hocker [20], indissolubly ties conflict to communication. Communication is central to conflict in that communication often creates conflict, reflects conflict and is the way in which it is productively or destructively managed. While conflict is often viewed as negative, it does have its positive functions, including clarifying important problems and relationships, altruisms shared tasks, and helping to overcome resentments while fostering mutual understanding. Conflict communication can be a major issue for physicians and nurses in end-of-life decision-making [21] and life-sustaining dialysis treatment [22]. Conflict patterns have also been documented among these professionals in intensive care units [23]. Ethical uncertainty has been linked to professional status ambiguity [24] and different basic approaches were noted for nurses and physicians [25]. With the introduction of new nursing positions: Clinical Nurse Specialist (CNS) and Nurse Practitioners (NP), and Nurse Managers to facilitate nurse practice and to reclaim some roles that were previously medical, has been linked to conflict among these professionals [26].

Common in these conflict encounters is verbal abuse: a harsh language perceived to be derogatory or even condemnatory, meant to slight a person or a group is described by Buback [27] as horizontal violence. There is a high incidence of horizontal violence or bullying in nursing [28]. Although it is not uncommon for nurses to get attacked by patients, nurses are most concerned about aggression from nursing colleagues and physicians [28]. A common trigger for these conflicts is in the challenges of perspective-taking and the integration points of view. Nurse-physician conflicts may also result from different professional judgments [29], different goals or lack of goal clarity [30], different experience levels [31] and tensions around status relations [32].

Vertical violence and tensions relating to administration, finances and patient care are also notable. Aggressive tactics directed from an actual or perceived superior towards someone of lower rank, is known as vertical violence [24]. Vertical violence often occurs in front of others; it has been documented as occurring in the operating room by surgeons towards nurses [24] and has been labelled surgical personality [33]. Vertical violence can be a source of tension and conflict [34].

The review of the literature shows that unmanaged conflict is costly not only in a monetary sense and not only for nurses. Arford [35] summarized the steep costs of nurse-physician conflict by pointing out the links to medication errors [36], patient injuries [37] and patient deaths [38]. Earlier, Gerardi provided extensive listings of direct and indirect costs of conflict. Direct costs of conflict include litigation costs, lost management productivity, employee turnover costs, disability and worker compensation claims, regulatory fines or loss of contracts or provider status, increased care expenditures to handle adverse patient outcomes and intentional damage to property. Indirect costs of conflict included damaged team morale, lost opportunities to manage future-oriented projects, costs to patients, cost to reputation loss of market position, increased incidence of disruptive behaviour by organizational insiders and emotional costs.

The adverse effects of continual conflict are a major concern [13]. For example, workplace conflict has been linked to decreased work satisfaction and team performance in nursing [17]. It damages the work climate as well as the individual, both physically and psychologically [39]. Persistent conflict results in higher turn-over and absenteeism, lower coordination and collaboration and lower efficiency [40]. Specifically, verbal abuse has been shown to negatively impact patient care, work satisfaction and turnover rates [41] as well as morale, productivity and error rates [42]. It seems that directly addressing these important issues may be beneficial to nursing and physician practice, besides finding out how cultural socializations complicate the resolution of these conflicts.

Analysis and Thematic Narratives

Nine categories of possible conflict areas were created based on the interviews:

- sharing of information concerning the patient's condition,
- mutual understanding of the patient's feelings,
- joint participation in planning,
- common objectives,
- joint resolution of problems,
behaviours/reaction patterns into some of Rahim and Bonoma's models of information concerning the patient's condition' and 'mutual concern, using coercion to ensure that their viewpoint supersedes the other side. It is also useful if one party is ready to give way on a certain point, in the belief that the other side will return the favour later. With this tactic the nurse tries (not always successfully) to meet the doctor's wishes by setting aside her own opinion. 'I try to fulfil the doctor's wishes.'

The raw data show clearly that when the interviewed nurses obliged, they do it with resentment knowing the favour will never be returned. The resentment is processed and leads to interpersonal and professional conflicts-in-care. A nurse narrated her experience: a doctor gave a wrong prescription so I called his attention to rewrite it, hoping it was an oversight. The physician became furious and verbally abusive but at the end of the day, it was actually a wrong prescription. The problem was later resolved by a consultant.

In another instance, a nurse shared her experience concerning an orthopaedic patient who had a bilateral hip replacement. The physician ordered that patient be not moved for any reason. Yet this nurse was conflicted by the order since the patient began to develop skin breakdown and bedsores, which prolonged the patient's hospitalization. A worrisome 30% of nurses shared similar experiences about physicians' orders. Beneath these rough professional dynamics are the potential dangers of medical errors that may be fatal, or lead to protracted hospitalizations.

Domiance

This is the opposite of Obliging, where any party in the conflict exhibits high self-interest and lowers or undermines the other-party's concern, using coercion to ensure that their viewpoint supersedes. Oftentimes, the dominance approach uses the *argumentum ad expertiteto* couching the viewpoint with irrelevant academics/experience to silence the other partner, which is in fact a mockery. Nurses accused physicians of this domineering approach in their practice of medicine and patient care. Nurses narrated instances when they were exempted from patient's bedside because they suggested a different clinical idea. The doctor bellowed at the nurse 'I have done this for 15 years, asking the nurse to leave, in the presence of the listening patient. In this particular case, the nurse was right; the physicians' procedure ended up with more complications for the patient.

On how this affected the nurse's patient-care job, she said: 'I walked away and till date do not care to work with that arrogant physician. I feel for his patients.' In general, a large 50% of the nursing sample shared varied experiences of physicians' verbal coercion and use of *argumentum ad expertiteto* undermine the other party's concerns. Nurses report that senior physicians 'do this a lot to their younger colleagues' and nurses instead of using these opportunities as didactic and team building moments.

Avoidance

In this dynamic, a party withdraws and becomes an 'avoider,' caring less about their own position or of the other party's interests. The priority is to avoid all disputes; they simply shut down. This approach may be useful in trivial conflicts or when a party predicts that further engaging in the conflict has potential damaging effects.

Searching for cultural socializations on how conflicts are handled, 10% of the sample stated that (a) with siblings, they find 'amicable ways to resolve the issue'; (b) with peers, 10% said they would report to school authorities. With bullies, (c) 20% stated that they fight back. A large 60% reported avoidance as their coping mechanism. Terms used to express this mechanism includes: 'I walk away'; 'I ignore them'; 'I keep my ideas to myself'; 'I avoid teaming with them'; 'I cannot stand them' and 'I become just unhappy and work on my own.' These findings are crucial since they define team disunity and silo functioning in healthcare that should be characterized by cognitive, supportive, and concerted team work. Beyond the scope of the question of how nurses deal with bullies and authoritarian physicians, they reported that the abuse has vertical and horizontal dimensions. Physicians bully nurses just as nurses bully other nurses. In both dimensions, avoidance is the preferred defence mechanism. 'Some nurses refuse to join interdisciplinary ward rounds on patients assigned to them. In some case, they refuse to meaningful contribute to the clinical discussion on the patient's progress or deterioration.' These deficits may amount to adverse medical events, the lowering of quality healthcare delivery, and reveal how nurses predominantly handle work conflicts in Nigeria.

Compromise

This position reflects an intermediate level of concern for both sides. In the case of a conflict of opinion, the nurse will look for a solution that gives both nurse and doctor something of what each wanted. From this study, no nurse showed a willingness to compromise, dialogue, or negotiate with the doctor in order to reach an agreement. This is telling with regards to how nurses have been socialized to resolve conflict.

Yet, when asked the meaning of collaboration and to suggest models, these nurses defined collaboration as the 'integration of viewpoints, an exchange of information and appraisal of the issues in dispute in order to reach a solution acceptable to both parties.' In complex conflicts, this approach facilitates and extracts the best of the talents and knowledge of both sides, allowing them to reach and apply a successful solution to the problem. They add that role separations and clear definitions of competence may facilitate nurse/physician collaboration.
Discussion

Our cultural and social up-bringing shapes a large portion of who we become and how we behave in the human society; how we speak, gender roles, reactions to conflict, and how we make choices. The family model also represents the child’s entire social world, dealing with male and authoritarian figures as parents did. Avoidance in conflict situation is a learned response to an aggressor to ward off further attacks. The escape-avoidance theory is a non-violent form of retaliatory aggression in that it also is a means of defending oneself against future attacks [44]. Avoidance helps to eliminate the aversive stimuli, and creates a residual hatred against the aggressor.

In this study, nurses reported a strong preference not to confront conflict directly. In Kilmann and Thomas’ [45] model for conflict resolution, nurses in conflict with other staffers (doctors, nurses, etc.) were found to lean towards the tactics of avoidance and compromise, the senior nurses tending to compromise while rank-and-file nurses chose avoidance [46]. This suggests that status and authority might be factors in the choice of conflict-resolution tactic. While this perspective is valid, this study showed a predominance of avoidance in dealing with conflict, gained from how these nurses were socialized to deal with male, bullying, and authoritative figures. Jones et al. proposed that nurses tend towards avoidance from feelings of powerlessness, taking this approach because they think they have only a slender chance of solving a problem as they think it should be solved, Jones et al. captured this helpless feelings of nurses in Nigeria, regardless of their professional or social status.

Within healthcare practice, with a strong clamour for safe and exceptional patient care, coordinated and team clinical performance is indispensable. Isolated or silo performance, dysfunctional teams, and feuding partners in the task of patient care, do more harm than good. When nurses avoid physicians in the continuum of care for a patient, that care quality diminishes. Interdisciplinary collaborative team care is required because only so much can be achieved by a single individual or group of professionals [47]. Healthcare practice in Nigeria therefore should have little room for communication breakdown, dysfunctional and conflicting team members. No matter what and how team members address and relate to one another, the exceptional care that patients expect should not be undermined.

Recommendations

The three constructs of nurse–physician collaboration that were identified in this research: sharing of patient information, joint participation in the care and in the decision-making process, and degree of cooperation, must be carefully scrutinized and implemented with the added input of nurses and physicians. This collaboration should encompass “four communication dimensions: frequency, timeliness, accuracy, and problem-solving, and three relationship dimensions: shared goals, shared knowledge and mutual respect” [47]. However, the frequency of patient conferences or rounding is an insufficient indication of collaboration. The fact that interdisciplinary conferences are held very frequently does not mean that the participants discuss matters freely and openly. This is truer in teams where nurses avoid physicians.

Providing a safe work environment where nurses can practice without fear or threat of aggression is acknowledged as a critical global issue for healthcare organizations [48]. In Nigerian hospitals, the issue has higher effects within the continuum of care for patients, and the lack of support and care for nursing caregivers. Although there has been growing recognition that workplace bullying is one of the most concerning forms of aggression experienced by nurses, to date, Nigerian hospital administrators have made little progress in developing explanatory models to stem these work stalling attitudes. There is the need, therefore, to strengthen and redefine nursing competencies and collaboration models that are cognizant of organizational characteristics and imbued with nurse/physician communication didactics. Such models will have important implications for the management of bullying, identifying creative interventions and ways to address these features of workplace climate. In particular, these efforts may help physician become mindful of their domineering behaviours. Nurses may also unlearn their avoidance behaviours in clinical setting.

Despite concerns with the interpersonal and inter-professional conflict within nurse-physician relationships, there are few conflict communication courses available for nurses in Nigerian hospitals. Further conflict-related nursing education is greatly needed for both staff nurses and nurse managers. Efforts towards enhanced communication may be a response to improved nurse-physician relationship, patient safety, and decreased length of stay in hospitals with a critical effect on clinical decision making and patient turnover.

Supportive and collaborative communication from matrons is very important for nurses coping with ambiguities related to managed-care [49]. The teaching of practical conflict management strategies that are cognizant of the significant cultural ways of dealing with conflict among nurses may be useful in the Nigerian healthcare environment. Nurse Matrons and, or Human Relationship Development Officers may choose to use a primary form of conflict coaching: a one-on-one process to develop a client’s conflict understanding, interaction strategies and/or interaction skills [19]. This coaching method will also avail nurses a number of support systems as they proactively or reactively handle conflict with others. This method helps to develop “communication skills; effectively applying conflict styles; preparing for negotiation; and integrating other dispute resolution processes” [50]. Such on the job training would provide opportunities for these nurses to master and experience organization theory, assertive behaviour, problem-solving, conflict resolution and building good workplace relationships.

In healthcare, perception is reality. The behaviours of matrons that staff nurses perceive as supportive will encourage them to make sound clinical judgments within well-functioning teams. Sampled nurses, in this research, would like to know that they have managers who are not timid but are willing to proactively deescalate tensions and crisis within interdisciplinary teams. Such managers should be diplomatic, fair, and honest in resolving conflicts; ‘watching our back’; ‘seeing to it that we have the staffing and resources we need; ‘providing both positive and negative feedback’; ‘being accessible, approachable, and safe; promoting staff cohesiveness and sound decision making’; making it possible for us to attend educational programs, and ‘walking the talk.’

Effective performance of the nurse manager or matron role is key to the empowerment of staff that is essential to work effectiveness, and for nurses to function autonomously for patient safety and quality care [51]. The promotion of collegial relationships between physicians and nurses has equal good outcomes for patients [52].

Conclusions

This phenomenological research sieved through the lived experiences of nurses in Nigeria to ascertain if cultural socializations complicate conflict resolution between nurses and physicians, and if it further adversely affects patient care delivery. The results are in
the affirmative. In Nigeria, cultural socialization weighs heavily on how conflicts are handled, and have a negative impact on exceptional healthcare delivery. The continued or perceived dominance or professional superiority of physicians over nurses has adverse effect on nursing practice.

Avoidance, a non-violent form of retaliatory aggression and a means of defending oneself against future attacks [44] is the main way that Nigerian nurses eliminate aversive stimuli. This study's analyses of avoidance in nursing and patient care teams show negative impact on effective and exceptional healthcare delivery. This mechanism is destructive to collaborative and interdisciplinary patient care. Healthcare delivery should have no room for dysfunctional teams, silo performers, rude and uncooperative nurses and physicians. Such practitioners are cogs in the wheels of successful and exceptional healthcare delivery. Consequently, this research showed value for collegiality in patient care, and pointed to new direction in the understanding collaboration.

Healthcare delivery is about delivery; it is the delivery experience that matters. Patient exceptional experience is what distinguishes a good hospital from a great hospital. A good hospital tries to give just enough medicine and service to justify the money it takes from the patient. A great hospital strives to defy imaginations. Its goal is to provide an exceptional healthcare quality service than any amount of money could possibly pay for; more quality service experience than the nurses and physicians could be paid. From a naïve management perspective, this sounds like a recipe for bankruptcy. It is almost trying to avoid making money. Rather, this question should be: does it serve; does it add value to patient's recovery? If the answer is yes, it will make money on the long run, having created and sustains an ever growing pool of loyal customers. In other words, if our hospitals exceed patients and family expectations, patients will pay you even more. Yet the creation of a loyal customer base and service packaging for exceptional experience are imposable in conflicted healthcare environments.
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